
CATEGORY SUB-CATEGORY COMMENT 

PATIO + After the service, like the open space with the patio, gathering space 

PATIO + Like our patio 

PATIO + Like the expanded patio space for receptions out there. 

PATIO + 

Like the new area that has been added beside the narthex so people can get 

outside when the weather is nice. Also like that the roof is translucent so it’s light 

though protected from the rain. 

PATIO + Like the new patio arrangement. 

PATIO + Like the patio too—great addition, be able to step outside. 

PATIO + Love the sound of the rain on the canopy. 

PATIO + New canopy to side for place to hang out because narthex is too crowded 

PATIO + Side gathering place 

PATIO + The canopied patio space 

PATIO COFFEE Love the added covered patio noT helping with the coffee time 

PATIO ENCLOSE 
The patio becoming an enclosed area with large windows looking out on the 

woods 

PATIO NARTHEX 
Like ingenuity of putting up the patio roof for getting us outside. It’s impossible 

to have a conversation in the narthex—wonderful place out there. 

NARTHEX + Like the narthex.  

NARTHEX CROWDED  Narthex is claustrophobic. 

NARTHEX CROWDED Fellowship area is insufficient 

NARTHEX CROWDED Likes an area to get together but it is too crowded. 

NARTHEX CROWDED Likes meet and greet area but it is crowded 

NARTHEX DISPLAYS Temporary displays are good. 



NARTHEX NOISE 
Acoustics in the Narthex are unsatisfactory. Perhaps hang flags or other sound 

absorbing materials. 

NARTHEX NOT TOO BIG 

Like to see preserved the space that facilitates the interaction after the service. I 

know I can find certain people at the coffee pot and other people are at their 

stations—not want it to be so big that we can’t facilitate those connections. 

NARTHEX SPACE 
Like Narthex but it’s too small. It enhances fellowship to have such a gathering 

space. 

NARTHEX USES 
Concept of the narthex, so we can greet each other, welcome the visitors, would 

like it to be larger 

NARTHEX   
Narthex—like the idea of meeting and greeting, but it is awkward because where 

it is at; 

KITCHEN - 
Kitchen is woefully small especially for newcomers and huge when coffee runs 

out 

KITCHEN + Like to be able to come in quietly, late, into the sanctuary, through the kitchen 

KITCHEN + The kitchen is nice, 

KITCHEN BETTER Do like that we have two kitchen space, though they could be made better 

KITCHEN BIGGER 
Kitchen because it is big, favorite place, but needs to be bigger. Most meaningful 

place 

KITCHEN BIGGER Kitchen is large enough area that we can function in it 

KITCHEN INDUSTRIAL Kitchen—more industrial type kitchen would help to do social events. 

KITCHEN LOCATION Appreciate a kitchen, maybe not where the kitchen is but it’s come in handy. 

KITCHEN SETUP Like the way the kitchen is set up 

KITCHEN WINDOW Like the pass through window 

LFD / 

RELIGIOUS 

ED 

+ Fahs is nice now. 



LFD / 

RELIGIOUS 

ED 

FAHS  
Children’s religious education is important. Fahs needs to be made more 

accommodating for children. 

LFD / 

RELIGIOUS 

ED 

FURNITURE 
New furniture in Fahs for the kids is a significant accomplishment—having 

appropriate furniture for the kids. 

LFD / 

RELIGIOUS 

ED 

MEETING SPACES 
Some space for meetings/opportunities for religious education (meeting and 

office space can be enhanced) 

LFD / 

RELIGIOUS 

ED 

PARENT 

SOCIALIZATION 

Present requirement that parents come to Fahs to pick up their children, causes 

parents to lose the fellowship time with adults in the Narthex after services. 

LFD / 

RELIGIOUS 

ED 

SEPARATED 
LFD for children feels separated after the service. Children’s program should be 

attached to the main building. 

LFD / 

RELIGIOUS 

ED 

SPACE 
Can’t comment on other buildings, but I’m aware of the need for more space for 

the kids. 

LFD / 

RELIGIOUS 

ED 

SPACE Like that the YRUU’s have own space 

LFD / 

RELIGIOUS 

ED 

SPACE 
Need a place for kids. We might build down and have skylights providing outdoor 

light into rooms. 

LFD / 

RELIGIOUS 

ED 

TEENS 

Want to keep basement area for high school group, not for middle school; 

preserve it for high schoolers. Maybe move middle schoolers into library area 

although it’s a little too small. 

LOCATION + Good location for greater Williamsburg area. 



LOCATION + Like Location 

LOCATION + Like our location.  

LOCATION + Location 

LOCATION + Love where we are (location) 

LOCATION + Mostly like that the campus is close to my house and could walk to it 

LOCATION + 

Site-very good location which is close to Newtown and Route 199, as well as 

residential areas. When you consider James City County, there are not many 

“central” locations. 

LOCATION COMMUNITY 
Would like to do more with the community and other groups in places other than 

here.  

LOCATION NURSERY Like nursery nearby 

PARKING + Appreciate having the driveway and parking that we have. 

PARKING DRIVE Like the circular drive 

PARKING GRAVEL Like the gravel parking lot- less pervious 

PARKING GRAVEL The gravel parking lot 

PARKING GREEN 
Like the fact that our overflow parking lot is not paved because it helps the 

environment deal with runoff water 

PARKING OK Parking is OK for now 

PARKING OK Thinks parking is adequate 

PARKING SPACE Parking is important and the space on the side has been useful 

PARKING SPACE 
Parking lot during services has been full for some time.  Sometimes cars drive in – 

and drive out – reflecting lack of space for interested people. 

PARKING TYPE 
Like the gravel parking area that permeable and good for environment run-off. 

It’s a pain to walk on it in heels 

GROUNDS + Like the grounds, 

GROUNDS BIG Acreage it feels good and allows dreaming 



GROUNDS OPENNESS Hopes it blends well with what we now have—openness cleanness 

GROUNDS OPENNESS 
Like to see us preserve the open and green space behind and beside the Parker 

House 

GROUNDS OPENNESS 
Open space—we do use that space (behind Parker). I’m an advocate for open 

space. 

GROUNDS OVERALL Good point about our land and how it’s beautiful. 

GROUNDS OVERALL Grounds 

GROUNDS PRESERVE IT 
 We should seek to preserve our outdoor space – do not overdevelop. The 

grounds/environment is important too. 

VISION + Like the size of the present church. 

VISION 
BUILDING FOR 

OTHERS 

Need to make sure facilities meet the needs of all members, including young 

AND old and in-between.   

VISION COFFEE HOUSE Maybe we need a coffee house concept 

VISION GENERATIONS Shouldn’t focus on one generation. We need dialog among the generations. 

VISION GROWTH 
Our space is welcoming and a continuation of the church. It’s good seeing new 

families and having children’s programs. 

VISION GROWTH 
We need to bring in new members but like the current size of our congregation 

around 250. 

VISION NO CHANGE Don’t want to expand. 

VISION NO CHANGE Like the size of our community and don’t want to grow the church or to expand. 

COMMUNITY 

GARDEN 
+ Community garden 

COMMUNITY 

GARDEN 
+ Community garden at Fahs 

COMMUNITY 

GARDEN 
+ Like having the vegetable garden behind Fahs. 



COMMUNITY 

GARDEN 
+ My kids like the Fahs garden. 

COMMUNITY 

GARDEN 
+ Vegetable Garden community garden 

FAHS + 
Come to like the Fahs house. It’s fixed up, could be made a lot better still, but 

serves nicely. 

FAHS + Fahs has changed and it is nice as it is now 

FAHS CLEANED UP Marvelous job of cleaning Fahs up. 

FAHS COMFORTABLE Fahs house comfortable for activities I’m involved in 

FAHS FAHS KITCHEN Like the Fahs house kitchen 

FAHS 

PARKER 
+ 

Houses (Parker and Fahs) provides comfortable spaces, grass-roots feeling.  Like 

the feel of the houses.   

FAHS 

PARKER 
+ 

Like that we use the two out buildings, even though we have only kept them in 

shape.  We take care of what we have.  We grow in our little size as we need to 

and don’t want to get too big. 

FAHS 

PARKER 
+ Nice to have other buildings.  

FAHS 

PARKER 
COZY 

Like the smallness of the houses, as cozy, and more welcoming (than a large 

building) because it seems small 

FAHS 

PARKER 
OVERALL 

Parker and Fahs utilitarian. I’m fine with Parker and Fahs. If we do anything with 

them, perhaps opening up to be more friendly to bigger groups. Only an architect 

could tell us that. 

COMMENT CAUTION 
Shared anecdotal story: another church made expansion without consulting 

congregation – and ended up with many unused spaces, wasted capital. 



COMMENT CAUTION 

Shared anecdotal story: In making comparisons to Baptist church in Hampton – 

seating capacity for ~500, but congregation about ~200.  Large educational 

facility, but no one using it.  Concern expressed about making changes that will 

not serve the congregation.  Will these facilities endure, while enhancing our 

community? 

COMMENT DOING WORK 
This effort of coming together to consider our needs is great, because we need to 

do things together and not hire someone else to do things for us. 

COMMENT 
MULIT-

GENERATIONAL 
the multi-age nature of our congregation is unique and important.   

COMMENT SPACE It is important to have the space for this community 

GENERAL + Laidback attitude, 

GENERAL + 
Like that it doesn’t feel like a parking lot. Part of what we’re not using affects us. 

Need to preserve the fellowship between what we’re living in and what we own. 

GENERAL DON'T CHANGE It’s important to keep what we have and a big building would not do that. 

GENERAL FLEXIBILITY/OPENNESS 

Been thru a couple of church renovations as Episcopal priest and know how 

space becomes a significant part of who we are. Like the open space very much. 

Main thing I like about our space is flexibility and openness 

MUSIC ACOUSTICS Like the choir being able to practice in the sanctuary because of good acoustics. 

MUSIC LIKE NATURE Music is like nature- is imperative 

MUSIC SOUND 
Inclusion of music in the services – preserve or create space for musicians. Good 

sound quality in the sanctuary.  

MUSIC SPACE All the music we have- vocal and instrumental, our members, W&M kids added. 

NURSERY + Like the nursery area, seems well kept. 

NURSERY + Nursery is kept up well.   



NURSERY + 

Retain child care facility – staffing, amount of space, availability of toys.  It is set 

up well, and those elements (including the size of the room) should be retained 

in any new design. 

NURSERY TOO MANY USES 
Like the nursery being done with intention, would love it to be expressed as the 

nursery even though adults are using it 

PARKER + Like the new layout in the Parker house 

PARKER ACCESSIBILITY Like that we have so many handicapped parking spaces 

PARKER TEENS Love this Parker space for teenagers, with enhancements 

PARKER 

BASEMENT 
+ 

The space I like is in Parker House in the basement—a hangout spot for high 

school students. Couches, can imagine a bean bag thrown in the middle. 

MISSION + 
Like the chance to intermingle (name tags, etc.) there is a lot of things we do that 

work. 

MISSION COMMUNITY 
We’re not a silo church and improved facilities would enable us to be an anchor 

for interdenominational groups in the community. 

MISSION WALT Like that WALT is using our campus 

COMMUNITY + 
Trying to be detached. Not attached to any physical space, importance that this 

community exists 

COMMUNITY ACCESSIBILITY 

Appreciate the community the most – so how can our physical space enhance 

the community? Facilities should enable our sense of community, so we need to 

be sure to include all (disabilities, physical needs). 

MULTI-

FUNCTION 
INSIDE OUTSIDE Multipurpose way we use spaces inside and outside 

MULTI-

FUNCTION 
SPACE Work space—space for art group. 

NATURE + Greenery 

NATURE KEEP Whatever is decided, keep the natural habitat as much as possible 



VEGETABLE 

GARDEN 
+ The vegetable garden.   

VEGETABLE 

GARDEN 
+ Vegetable garden 

VISIBILITY + Like that we are right on the main road, we see the sign when approaching 

VISIBILITY FROM ROAD Being visible (public road) 

LIBRARY SIZE Like the fact we have a library, a little small but meaningful tomes in it. 

PROCESS + 
I recall the process that was used the last time we considered expansion, this 

process is quite similar, it is energerizing 

STORAGE SPACE 
More storage needed. Having recently been in the attic, has shown me that this 

is not an easily accessed storage area. 

 


